Non-local low-rank tensor approximation has been de veloped as a state-of-the-art method fo r hyperspectral im age (HSI) denoising. Unfortunately, while their denoising performance benefits little from more spectral bands, the running time o f these methods significantly increases. In this paper, we claim that the HSI lies in a global spec tral low-rank subspace, and the spectral subspaces o f each fu ll band patch groups should lie in this global low-rank subspace. This motivates us to propose a unified spatialspectral paradigm fo r HSI denoising. As the new model is hard to optimize, An efficient algorithm motivated by al ternating minimization is developed. This is done by first learning a low-dimensional orthogonal basis and the re lated reduced image from the noisy HSI. Then, the non-local low-rank denoising and iterative regularization are devel oped to refine the reduced image and orthogonal basis, re spectively. Finally, the experiments on synthetic and both real datasets demonstrate the superiority against the stateof-the-art HSI denoising methods.
Introduction
Recent decades have witnessed the development of hy perspectral imaging techniques [ , 43, 21] . The hyperspec tral imaging system is able to cover the wavelength region from 0.4 to 2.5pm at a nominal spectral resolution of 10 nm. With the wealth of available spectral information, hy perspectral images (HSI) have the high spectral diagnosis ability to distinguish precise details even between the sim ilar materials [ , 3* ], providing the potential advantages of application in remote sensing [ , 3 ] , medical diagno sis [ ], face recognition [ , 3 ], quality control [ ] and so on. Due to instrumental noise, HSI is often corrupted by Gaussian noise, which significantly influences the sub sequent applications. As a preprocessing, HSI denoising is a fundamental step prior to HSI exploitation [ , , ] .
For HSI denoising, the spatial non-local similarity and global spectral correlation are the two most important prop erties. The spatial non-local similarity suggests that similar patches inside a HSI can be grouped and denoised together. The related methods [ , 10, 13, 16, 14, 31, 39, 50] denoise the HSIs via group matching of fu ll band patches (FBPs, stacked by patches at the same location of HSI over all bands) and low-rank denoising of each non-local FBP group (NLFBPG). These methods have achieved state-of-the-art performance. However, they still face a crucial problem. For HSIs, the higher spectral dimension means the higher discriminant ability [ ], thus more spectrums are desired. As the spectral number increases, the size of NLFBPG also becomes larger, leading to significantly more computations for the subsequent low-rank matrix/tensor approximations.
The HSIs have strong spectral correlation, which is mod eled as low-rank property [ , , , 2 3 , ] and have also been widely adopted to the HSI denoising. However, due to the lack of spatial regularization, only spectral low-rank regularization cannot remove the noise efficiently. One promising improvement is to project the original noisy HSI onto the low-dimensional spectral subspace, and denoise the projected HSI via spatial based methods [11, 32, 52] , Unfortunately, these two-stage methods are significantly in fluenced by the quality of projection and the efficiency of spatial denoising. All of them fail to capture a clean projec tion matrix, which makes the restored HSI still be noisy.
To alleviate the aforementioned problems, this paper introduces a unified HSI denoising paradigm to integrate the spatial non-local similarity and global spectral lowrank property simultaneously. We start from the point that the HSI should lie in a low-dimensional spectral subspace, which has been widely accepted in hyperspectral imag ing [ ], compressive sensing [ , 4S ], unmixing [ ] and di mension reduction [ ] tasks. Inspired by this fact, the whole NLFBPGs should also lie in a common low-dimensional spectral subspace. Thus, we first learn a global spectral lowrank orthogonal basis, and subsequently exploit the spatial non-local similarity of projected HSI on this basis. The computational cost of non-local processing in our paradigm will almost keep the same with more spectral bands, and the global spectral low-rank property will also be enhanced. The contributions are summarized as follows:
• We propose a new paradigm for HSI denoising, which can jointly learn and iteratively update the orthogonal ba sis matrix and reduced image. This is also the first work successfully combines the power of existing spatial and spectral denoising methods;
• The resulting new model for image denoising is hard to optimize, as it involves with both complex constraint (from spectral denoising) and regularization (from spatial denoising). We further propose an efficient and iterative algorithm for optimization, which is inspired by alternat ing minimization;
• Finally, the proposed method is not only the best com pared with other state-of-the-art methods in simulated ex periment, where Gaussian noise are added manually; but also achieves the most appealing recovered images for real datasets.
Notations. We follow the tensor notation in [2( ], the ten sor and matrix are represented as Euler script letters, i.e. X and boldface capital letter, i.e. A, respectively. For a A-order tensor X G jjtix A x -x iWj mode. n unfolding operator is denoted as X(") € Mi n X J l " I n . We have foldra(X(")) = X , in which fold" is the inverse op erator of unfolding operator. The Frobenius norm of X is defined by ||X \\F = ( £ 4l £ i 2 • • ■ £ ijv < i2...ijv)0-5-The mode-n product of a tensor X G MilXi2X'" xiiV and a ma trix A G M.JnXln is defined as y = X x " A, where y G R rix ijx -x J n and X x n A = fold"(A X (ri)).
Related work
Since denoising is an ill-posed problem, proper regula tions based on the HSI prior knowledge is necessary [ 17, 3! ] . The mainstream of HSI denoising methods can be grouped into two categories: spatial non-local based meth ods and spectral low-rank based methods.
Spatial: Non-local similarity
HSIs illustrate the strong spatial non-local similarity. Af ter the non-local low-rank modeling was first introduced to HSI denoising in [ ], the flowchart of the non-local based methods become fixed: FBPs grouping and low-rank ten sor approximation. Almost all the researchers focused on the low-rank tensor modeling of NLFBPGs, such as tucker decomposition [ ], sparsity regularized tucker decomposi tion [3S ], Laplacian scale mixture low-rank modeling [ ], and weighted low-rank tensor recovery [ ] to exploit the spatial non-local similarity and spectral low-rank property simultaneously. However, with the increase of spectral number, the computational burden also increases signifi cantly, impeding the application of these methods to the real high-spectrum HSIs.
Chang et.al [ ] claimed that the spectral low-rank prop erty of NLFBPGs is weak and proposed a unidirectional low-rank tensor recovery to explore the non-local similar ity. It saved much computational burden and achieved the state-of-the-art performance in the HSI denoising. This re flects the fact that previous non-local low-rank based meth ods have not yet efficiently utilized the spectral low-rank property. How to balance the importance between spec tral low-rank and spatial non-local similarity still remains a problem.
Spectral: Global low-rank property
The global spectral low-rank property of HSI has been widely accepted and applied to the subsequent applica tions [ , ] . As pointed out in [ ], the intrinsic dimen sion of the spectral subspace is far less than the spectral dimension of the original image. By vectorizing each band of the HSI and reshaping the original 3-D HSI into a 2 D matrix, various low-rank approximation methods such as principal components analysis (PCA) [ , 4 ], robust PCA [ , ,4' ], low-rank matrix factorization [ ,14] have been directly adopted to denoise the HSI. However, these methods only explore the spectral prior of the HSI, ignor ing the spatial prior information. Instantly, many conven tional spatial regularizes such as total variation [ ], lowrank tensor regularization [28, 32] are adopted to explore the spatial prior of HSI combined with spectral low-rank property.
A remedy is a two-stage method combining the spa tial regularizer and spectral low-rank property together. This is done by firstly mapping the original HSI into the low-dimensional spectral subspace, and then denoise the mapped image via existing spatial denoising methods, e.g., wavelets [11, 32] , BM3D [52] and HOSVD [ ]. These two-stage methods provide a new sight to denoise the HSI in the transferred spectral space, which is very fast. How ever, these methods do not iteratively refine the subspace and thus fail to combine the best of both worlds, and the extracted subspace is still corrupted by the noise.
The Proposed Approach
In this section, we propose a unified HSI denoising paradigm to integrate spatial non-local similarity and global spectral low-rank property. We first learn a low-dimensional orthogonal basis and the related reduced image from the noisy HSI. Then the reduced image and the orthogonal ba sis are updated by spatial non-local denoising and iteration regularization, respectively. The overview of the proposed paradigm is in Figure 1. 
Unified spatial-spectral paradigm
Assuming that the clean HSI X 6 ^mxNxb js cor_ rupted by the additive Gaussian noise A/" (with zero mean and variance Oq), then the noisy HSI y is generated by
First, to capture the spectral low-rank property in Sec tion 2.2, we are motivated to use a low-rank representa tion of the clean HSI X, i.e. X = M x 3 A , where k < B , A e RDxK is an orthogonal basis matrix cap turing the common subspace of different spectrum, and M G R MxJVxii is the reduced image. Second, to utilize the spatial low-rank property, we add a non-local low-rank regularizer || • ||nl on the reduced image M. As a result, the proposed non-local meets global (NGmeet) denoising paradigm is presented as {Ad*, A*} = a r g m i n i ||y
where p controls the contribution of spatial non-local regu larization, the basis matrix A is required to be orthogonal, and the clean HSI is recovered by X = Ad* x 3 A*. The objective (2) is very hard to optimize, due to both the orthogonal constraint on A and complex regularization on Ad. An algorithm based on alternating minimization to approximately solve the objective function is proposed in Section 3.2.
Remark 3.1. The orthogonal constraint A TA = I is very important here. First, it encourages the representation held in A to be more distinguish with each other. This helps to keep noise out o f A and further allows a closed-form solu tion fo r computing A (Section 3.2.1). Besides, it preserves the distribution o f noise, which allows us to estimate the re mained noise-level in reduced image and reuse state-of-theart Gaussian based non-local method fo r spatial denoising (Section 3.2.2).
However, before going to optimization details, we first look into (2) , and see the insights why the proposed method can beat all previous spectral low-rank methods [11, 52] ,
Necessity of iterative refinement
Recall that, in (2), the first item tries to exploit the spec tral low-rank property and decompose the noisy y into the coarse spectral low-rank orthogonal basis A and re duced image Ad. Specifically, i-th column of A , denoted as A (:, i ), is regarded as the i-th signature of HSI, and the corresponding coefficient image A d ( : , i) is regarded as the abundance map.
Previous methods are mostly two-stage ones, they do not iterative refine the orthogonal basis matrix they found, e.g. FastHyDe [ ]. However, we model the spatial and spectral low-rank properties simultaneously, which enables iterative refinement of the orthogonal basis matrix A . To demon strate the necessity of iterative refinement, we calculated the orthogonal basis A i and reduced image M from noisy WDC with noise variance 50. The reference A and Ad are from the original clean WDC. Figure 2 presents the com parison on signatures and the corresponding coefficient im age before and after our refinement. From the figure, it can be observed that the orthogonal basis atom A i (:, 4) and re duced image M obtained by the spectral denoising method are still suffering from the noise, while the proposed method produces much cleaner signatures and coefficient images. which has the closed-form solution (Proposition 3.1). Thus, only a SYD on the folding matrix of (3^) (3) is required, which can be efficiently computed.
Efficient optimization
The solution to (4) is given by the close-form as A » = V and M i = fold3(US).
As discussed in Section 3.1, the objective (2) is very hard to optimize. In this section, we are motivated to use al ternating minimization for optimization (Algorithm 1). 3^> Xi stand for the input noisy image and output denoised im age of the z-th iteration, respectively. As will be shown in the sequel, Algorithm 1 tries to find a closed-form solution for A (step 3) and reuses state-of-the-art spatial denosing method for computing || • | | n l (steps 4-6), which together make the algorithm very efficient. Besides, as A will be refined during the iteration, iterative regularization [If] is adopt to boost the denosing performance (step 7).
Spectral denoising via A
In this stage, we identify the orthogonal basis matrix A with the given M i and 3A from (2), which leads to arg min l||V i *3 A T -M i\\2 F . where || • | | n l is a non-local denoising regularizer. For mulation (5) appears in many denoising models, e.g.
WNNM [ ], TV [25] , wavelets [11, 32] and CNN [ ].
Specifically, to solve this regularizer, we need to first group similar patches, then denoise each patch group tensors and finally assemble the final estimated M i. However, all these models assume the noise on M i fol low univariate Gaussian distribution. If such assumption fails, the resulting performance can deteriorate significantly. Here, we have the following Proposition 3.2. Therefore, the noise distribution is preserved from y to M i, which enables us to use the existing spatial denoising methods. Proposition 3.2. Assume the noisy HSI y is from (1), then the noise on the reduced image y x 3 P t , where P P = I, still follows Gaussian distribution with zero mean and variance o\. Remark 3.2. While there are many other spatial denoising methods, e.g., T V [21 ] , wavelets [ , ] and CNN [ ], can be used, in this paper, we use WNNM [ ] to denoise each patch group tensor, as it is widely used and gives state-ofthe-art denoising performance.
Finally, to use spatial denoising on each non-local group Q f we need to estimate the noise level o f in M i , whose noise level is changed during the iteration. From Proposi tion 3.2, we know the noisy level of M i is the same as 3 k thus we propose to estimate it via°i = 7 x \J\ol -m e a n f l l X ~y \\1 2 F)\, (6) where 7 is the a scaling factor controlling the re-estimation of noise variance, and mean(-) stands for the averaging pro cess of the tensor elements. The denoised group tensors are denoted as M j , which can be directly used to reconstruct the denoised reduced image M i . The output denoised im age of i-th iteration is = M i x 3 A*.
Iterative refinement
Iteration regularization has been widely used to boost the denoising performance [ , 1 , , ]. Here we also in troduce it into our model (Algorithm 1) to refine the noisy orthogonal basis A*. As shown in (4), the orthogonal ba sis is significantly influenced by the noise intensity of input noisy image 3 k Hence we update the next input noisy im age as y i + 1 =
where A is to trade-off the denoised image Xi and original noisy image V-The estimation of A* can benefit from the lower noise variance of the input 3^+ 1.
Besides, K is also updated with the iteration. We initial ize K by HySime [ ]. When the noisy image y is corrupted by heavy noise, the estimated K will be small. Fortunately, the larger singular values obtained from the noisy image are less contaminated by the noise, and help to keep noise out of the reduced image. With the iteration, We increase K by
where 5 is a constant value. Therefore, A j+ i has the ability to capture more useful information with more iterations.
Complexity analysis
Following the procedure of Algorithm 1, the main time complexity of each iteration includes stage A-SVD (0 { M N B 2)), stage B.non-local low-rank denoising of each Qi 0 (T n2Kp2). Table 1 presents the time complex ity comparison between NGmeet and other non-local HSI denoising method. LLRT and KBR only need stage B to complete the denoising. As can be seen, the proposed NG meet costs additional 0 (M N B 2) complexity in stage A, however, will be at least B /K times faster in stage B. TT0(n2Bp(n2 + B +  p) + n6+B3+p3)) 
Table 1. Complexity comparison o f each iteration between pro posed NGmeet and state-of-the-arts non-local based methods. Q3 £ r xnxK><P; where n is the size o f each patch and p is the number o f similar patches. T is the number o f {Q 3 } and T 0 is the inner iteration o f KBR._______________________________ stage A stage B NGmeet

0(MNB2) 0(Tn2Kp2)
LLRT - 0(Tn2Bp2) KBR - O(
Experiments
In this section, we present the simulated and real data ex perimental results of different methods, companied with the computational efficiency and parameter analysis of the pro posed NGmeet. The experiments are programmed in Mat lab with CPU Core i7-7820HK 64G memory.
Simulated experiments
Setup. One multi-spectral image (MSI) CAVE ', and two HSI images, i.e. PaC 2 and WDC 3 datasets are used (Ta ble 3). These images have been widely used for a simulated study [10, 14, , , ] . Following the settings in [ ,3 ], additive Gaussion noise with noise variance a 2 are added to the MSIs/HSIs with a 2 varies from 10,30,50 to 100. Be fore denoising, the whole HSIs are normalized to [0, 255].
The following methods are used for the comparison: spectral low-rank methods, i. ; and finally NGmeet10 (Algorithm 1), which combines the best of above two fields. Hyper-parameters of all compared methods are set based on authors' codes or suggestions in the paper. The value of spectral dimension K is the most import parameter, which is initialized by HySime [ ] and updated via (7) . Parameter p is used to control the contribution of non-local regulariza tion, and 7 is a scaling factor controlling the re-estimation of noise variance [ ]. We empirically set p = 1, A = 0.9 and 7 = 0.5 as introduced in [ ], and 5 = 2 in the whole experiments.
To thoroughly evaluate the performance of different methods, the peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) index, the structural similarity (SSIM) [ ] index and the spectral an gle mean (SAM) [ , 15 ] index were adopted to give a dataset, as presented in Table 2 . It can be easily observed that the proposed NGmeet method achieved the best results almost in all cases. Another interesting observation is that the non-local based method LLRT can achieve better re sults than FastHyDe, the best result of spectral low-rank methods, but it dose the opposite in the hyperspectral im age cases. This phenomenon conforms the advantage of NL low-rank property in the MSI processing and the spectral low-rank property in the HSI processing.
Visual comparison. To further demonstrate the efficiency of the proposed method, Figure 3 shows the color images of CAVE-toy (composed of bands 31, 11 and 6 [ ]) be fore and after denoising. , with the increase of spectral number. As illustrated, even though the performances of KBR and LLRT increase with the increase of spectral number, the computational time also increases linearly. Our method can achieve the best per formance, meanwhile, the computational time is nearly un changed with the increase of spectral number. meet, Figure 5 presents the PSNR values with the increase of iteration, on the WDC dataset. From the figure, it can be observed that our method can converge to stable PSNR values very fast at different noise level. 
Convergence. To show the convergence of proposed NG-
Real Data Experiments
Setup. Here, AVIRIS Indian Pines HSI 11 and HYDICE Urban image 12 are adopted in the real experiments (Ta ble 5). As in [ ], 20 water absorption bands (104-108, 150-163, 220 bands) of Indian Pines are excluded for illus tration, since they do not contain useful information. The noisy HSIs are also scaled to the range [0 255], and the pa rameters involved in the proposed methods are set as the same in the simulated experiments. In addition, multiple regression theory-based approach [ ] is adopted to estimate the initial noise variance of each HSI bands. 
Parameter analysis
K is the k ey parameter to integrate the spatial and spectral inform ation. Figure 8 
C onclusion
